Understanding and controlling grain growth in metal halide perovskite polycrystalline thin films is an important step in improving the performance of perovskite solar cells. We demonstrate accurate control of crystallite size in CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 thin films by regulating substrate temperature during vacuum co-deposition of inorganic (PbI 2 ) and organic (CH 3 NH 3 I) precursors. Films co-deposited onto a cold (−2°C) substrate exhibited large, micrometer-sized crystal grains, while films that formed at room temperature (23°C) only produced grains of 100 nm extent. We isolated the effects of substrate temperature on crystal growth by developing a new method to control sublimation of the organic precursor, and CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 solar cells deposited in this way yielded a power conversion efficiency of up to 18.2%. Furthermore, we found substrate temperature directly affects the adsorption rate of CH 3 NH 3 I, thus impacting crystal formation and hence solar cell device performance via changes to the conversion rate of PbI 2 to CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 and stoichiometry. These findings offer new routes to developing efficient solar cells through reproducible control of crystal morphology and composition.
M etal-halide perovskites (MHPs) are a novel class of semiconductors first employed in a solar cell in 2009. 1 These semiconductors have the potential to revolutionize the field of photovoltaics due to their versatility and ease of fabrication. 2 While silicon-based solar cells are currently dominating the market, MHP-based cells have experienced unprecedented growth in solar to electrical power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) in the past decade, recently reaching a certified efficiency of 25.2%. 3 This PCE is already higher than those of polycrystalline-silicon based cells and close to the 26.7% certified PCE of single crystal silicon photovoltaics (PV), and MHPs come with the significant advantage of band gap tunability. 4−8 This makes them ideal candidates for tandem solar cells, be it in all-perovskite configurations 9, 10 or with established silicon technologies. 11 With certified efficiencies of 28.0% recently demonstrated for monolithic perovskite-on-silicon tandems, 3,12 these cells are on the brink of revolutionizing the PV market by reducing the overall costs per unit of energy produced.
Because of its low infrastructure cost, the most common fabrication method for MHP cells has been lab-scale solution processing with deposition through spin-coating. Physical vapor deposition, a method in which precursors are sublimed onto substrates under high vacuum, offers multiple advantages, including accurate thickness control and low substrate temperatures as well as avoiding the toxic solvents typically used in solution processing. 13 In light of recent advances in tandem cells, vapor deposition also provides a highly controllable thin-film deposition method for processing multiple layers without damaging the underlying layers. 14 Furthermore, vapor deposition offers an easy route to commercial upscaling of MHP cells, with it already being used in existing technologies such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) and other thin-film PV technologies. 13 The highest efficiency obtained for fully vacuum processed MHP devices is 20.3% to date, 15 using the prototypical MHP CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (MAPbI 3 ). This compound readily forms with a perovskite crystal structure in the presence of just two precursor vapors, namely, the organic methylammonium idoide (CH 3 NH 3 I, MAI) and inorganic PbI 2 . More recently, significant progress has been made in developing physical vapor deposition methods for the more complex alloys that will be ideal for optimized tandem devices. 16−19 Despite this remarkable progress, the perovskite vacuum deposition process and growth mechanism is currently poorly understood, particularly owing to the volatile and nondirectional nature of the organic precursor vapor as it leaves the crucible. 13 Indeed, Borchert et al. recently demonstrated that the adsorption rate of MAI is highly sensitive to impurities present in the material, with purified precursors not depositing on some surfaces. 20 This issue presents a significant hurdle for co-deposition, the deposition process where all precursors are sublimed simultaneously, 15, 16, 21, 22 as the sublimation rate of the precursors is typically controlled by tracking the material deposited on quartz microbalances placed near the crucibles. Several methods have been devised to account for the irreproducibility of MAI sublimation. These include multilayer sequential deposition of the precursors, 23 a method where the precursors are sublimed one after the other rather than together, as well as controlling precursor sublimation rate by monitoring the chamber pressure in sequential 24 and coevaporation routes. 20,25,26 However, sequential methods are less suited to automation due to requiring a post-deposition annealing step, while the co-evaporation pressure control routes have so far yielded poorer performance.
In parallel, a fundamental, unresolved question in the field of MHP photovoltaics is the mechanism by which crystal grain boundaries in MHP films affect solar cell performance. There are a range of studies reporting the benefits of large (micrometer size) grains in solution processed MHP devices, 27−30 and these reports are consistent with grain boundaries having a negative effect on device performance through a high density of charge trapping and recombination centers. In contrast, other studies have found grain boundaries in MHP solar cells to have a benign, if not beneficial, nature, 31−33 with notably Adhyaksa et al. finding both detrimental and beneficial grain boundaries within the same film. 34 Moreover, vacuum processed devices have managed to reach efficiencies up to 20.3% with very small crystal grains, having an approximate lateral extent of just 100 nm; 15, 21, 35 this indicates more benign grain boundaries in these evaporated MHP films. Understanding the mechanism that causes grain boundaries to be detrimental or benign is therefore a crucial step in improving and reproducing the performance of MHP solar cells.
To elucidate these issues, we devised a method to control the grain size of vacuum deposited films by tuning and varying the temperature of the substrate on which the films form. There are numerous reports of the effects of substrate temperature on solution processed devices; 28,36−39 however, for vacuum deposited films, an additional complication arises. Specifically, for vacuum co-deposition, the substrate temperature affects not only crystal growth dynamics, but also the sticking coefficient and hence adsorption rate of the organic precursor vapor onto the film. 20, 40 Thus, even if the sublimation flux of an organic precursor can be controlled, the flux actually involved in forming the MHP film will change as the film's temperature varies. To investigate all effects related to substrate temperature and deal with the issue of poor process control, we have developed a vacuum co-deposition method by which the flux of organic precursor adsorbing to a MHP film is regulated.
Conventional vacuum co-deposition requires a furnace for each precursor material, with a separate quartz microbalance placed just above each furnace to measure the flux sublimed of only that precursor. This allows for the flux sublimed from each furnace to be controlled independently, by adjusting the furnace temperature based on the signal from the respective quartz microbalance. In the case of co-deposition of MAI and PbI 2 , this method works well for the inorganic precursor but, as discussed above, is problematic for controlling the flux of the organic precursor, especially if the temperature of the deposition substrate changes.
Our method uses a different configuration, in which the flux of the inorganic precursor (PbI 2 ) is kept constant in the way described above, but the temperature of the furnace containing the organic precursor (MAI) is set based on a quartz microbalance located near the substrate (the rate measured by this sensor is henceforth denoted as "substrate rate"). Because PbI 2 is deposited on the substrate sensor as well, MAI was found to adhere much more consistently. Furthermore, as the rate of PbI 2 deposition is measured separately by the quartz microbalance situated near its crucible, the flux of MAI can be calculated by comparing the "substrate" rate to the measured PbI 2 rate. Using this method we obtained large, micrometer-sized grains at low temperatures (−2°C) and smaller, 100 nm grains at room temperature. CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 (MAPbI 3 ) solar cells were prepared through vacuum co-evaporation using the substrate rate control method outlined above. During the deposition, the temperature of fluorinated tin oxide (FTO) coated glass substrates was tuned according to five regimes, as represented graphically in Figure 1a . To demonstrate fully the effect of substrate temperature, the substrate rate was always measured on a quartz crystal monitor held at room temperature. In this way, the overall flux of vapor incident on the substrates was the same for all substrate temperatures, thereby isolating resulting differences in morphology to effects of substrate temperature on vapor adsorption and growth mechanisms. Following codeposition, the samples were not annealed, as this was found to have a negative effect on performance (see Figure S1 ). The device architecture followed an n−i−p structure on FTO coated glass using undoped C 60 as the electron transport layer (ETL) and doped 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) as the hole transport layer (HTL). Additional information on device fabrication and experimental setup is available in the Supporting Information. Figure 1b and c show an initial inspection of the films with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and reveal a strong dependence of the film morphology on substrate temperature: large, micrometer-sized grains are formed at low temperatures (−2°C) (sample L), while warmer conditions (23°C) led to the appearance of smaller grains throughout the film (sample H). The current−voltage (J−V) and steady-state PCE curves Figure 2 . (a) XRD spectra of devices made via the five deposition conditions, after removal of background, normalized to the highest peak, and corrected for angular tilt by using the FTO (110) peak at 26.5°. The black diamonds represent the PbI 2 (001) peak at 12.7°, the black circles show the position of FTO peaks, while the rest of the peaks are from tetragonal MAPbI 3 , as denoted by the indices. (b) Mean Urbach energy measurements for the corresponding devices. (c) Unnormalized peak intensity of the PbI 2 (001) peak at 12.7°, as calculated from the pseudo-Voigt fit. (d) Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the MAPbI 3 (222)/(130) peak at 31.9°, as calculated from the pseudo-Voigt fit. The red line represents the instrument broadening, calculated from a Si reference. XRD measurements were taken with a Cu Kα X-ray source; additional information on the equipment and fitting methods can be found in the Supporting Information.
( Figure 1d and e) were measured from these devices under AM1.5 simulated sunlight (1 kW/m 2 ) and show the opposite to what one would expect, with the large grains leading to the worst performance owing to a notably lower current density. To separate the effects of temperature on bulk material and interfaces, we grew three more films of MAPbI 3 at low temperature (L), but with thin layers of MAPbI 3 deposited at room temperature (H) at either the top (LH), bottom (HL), or both (HLH) interfaces with the charge transport layers (CTL), resulting in partially improved current. The effect of the temperature gradient is well demonstrated in the SEM image of the high-end to low-end temperature sample HL, which shows small grains at the interface, but larger grains throughout the rest of the film. Evidence from the other two conditions is less conclusive, but the low-end to high-end (LH) sample does show enlarged grains throughout the cross section while still having a surface morphology similar to HLH and H, which also finished their growth at room temperature. We further investigated the nature of the gaps between the grains seen in the cross section of L and found them to originate from electron beam damage during SEM imaging ( Figure S2 ). In addition, an enlarged version of the SEM images of Figure 1 ( Figure S3 ) as well as lower magnification images with a larger field of view are also available in the Supporting Information (Figures S4 and S5) for enhanced clarity.
It is worth noting the striking resemblance between the morphology of our low temperature films (L) (Figure 1b and c) and those obtained through sequential deposition by Hsiao et al., 24 who obtained large grains by fine-tuning the stoichiometry of the films. This similarity in appearance is particularly surprising given Hsiao et al. had a very different nucleation process, since their perovskite formed from a predeposited layer of PbI 2 exposed to MAI vapor. This suggests that film stoichiometry could play a significant role in grain growth, as will be discussed later.
We also investigated the effects of substrate material by growing films on bare FTO, FTO/PolyTPD, indium tin oxide (ITO)/C 60 , and crystalline silicon and found the nature of the substrate to play an important role in the growth of crystallites: micrometer-sized grains were only observed on FTO/C 60 ( Figures S6 and S7 ). This finding has important consequences for the choice of transport layers for vacuum co-evaporated perovskite films, since it implies that grain growth is dependent on the substrate, most likely owing to differences in crystal nucleation.
The other striking difference between the layers grown at different temperatures is the thickness of the films. Indeed, sample H is noticeably thinner than the rest of the films, indicating that less material is deposited at higher substrate temperatures. Because the flux of vapor present near the substrate is controlled to be the same for all conditions, substrate temperature has a direct effect on the adsorption rate of the precursor vapor. To investigate whether this leads to any stoichiometric changes and elucidate the poor performance of large grains, the films were further characterized with crystallographic measurements.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of the devices after removal of the gold electrode (Figure 2a) show no significant peak shifts between the different growth regimes, but films that finish at room temperature (LH, HLH, H) are characterized by the presence of a (001) PbI 2 peak at 12.7° (Figure 2c ). The presence of this peak indicates unconverted, crystalline PbI 2 in the films and points to a stoichiometric imbalance. Along with the evidence from SEM cross sections indicating lower deposition rates at higher temperatures, this suggests that adsorption of MAI vapor is more affected by substrate temperature than PbI 2 and that the stoichiometry hence changes with substrate temperature. For the amount of MAI vapor introduced into the chamber for these devices, full conversion is only achieved at low temperatures. Interestingly, HL, whose growth started at room temperature, does not have crystalline excess PbI 2 . This is likely the result of excess PbI 2 from the initial room temperature deposition phase subsequently being converted to MAPbI 3 by the additional MAI adsorbed during the low temperature deposition phase.
The full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of XRD peaks give a measure of crystal quality through the Scherrer equation, which shows the former to be inversely proportional to the crystallite size in the direction perpendicular to the substrate. 41 This broadening of the XRD peaks originates from the finite number of lattice planes that coherently scatter the X-rays. The fwhm values were calculated by fitting a pseudo-Voigt distribution to the relevant peaks, while the instrument response was calculated from a reference measurement of a single-crystal silicon wafer. A detailed description of the fitting procedures can be found in the Supporting Information. Figure  2d shows the values for the (222)/(130) perovskite peak at 2θ = 31.9°, chosen because it has the highest signal-to-noise ratio across all films. The fwhm can again be seen to increase as the substrate temperature during growth increases, with the large grain film L having fwhm at the instrument response limit, while film H has again the highest fwhm, indicating the smallest crystallites.
To further probe the crystal quality of the different films, we also performed Urbach energy (E U ) measurements (Figure 2b ) from the photocurrent onsets of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra ( Figure S10 ), which give a measure of electronic disorder. Our data shows that the large grain, low substrate temperature film L does indeed have the lowest E U at 12.5 meV, increasing to 13.3 meV for the room temperature sample, indicating that the largest grains do correspond to the least energetic disorder. However, detailed analysis has shown that in the case where E U < kT = 26 meV for T = 298 K (where k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature), the expected change in V OC is small, 42 such that only minor improvements are expected from the E U decrease in this case.
Together, the E U and XRD measurements confirm that the large crystals seen in SEM directly reflect better crystal quality within the material, with a lower U b and XRD fwhm that fall below the instrument response. The samples with the largest grains, L and HL, also do not show the presence of crystalline excess PbI 2 , suggesting that a balanced stoichiometry could play a part in the growth of larger grains. All of these factors could be expected to be indicative of improved performance, and a more in depth study of the device operation is now needed to understand why this is not the case. Figure 3a shows box plots of the J−V characteristics measured from devices L, HL, LH, and HLH. As outlined previously, the large-grain devices L have lower J SC and V OC than those of the small grain devices H, resulting in a decrease in PCE from 16.0% (15.2% steady state) for the latter to 10.1% (9.4% steady state) for the former. The J SC increases in spite of the perovskite film thickness decreasing for H. Indeed, when the small grain MAPbI 3 layer thickness was increased to a more optimal thickness of 600 nm, we produced a champion device of efficiency 18.2% (17.5% steady state) ( Figure S9) , showing that the difference in performance is even greater for comparable light absorption.
To better understand the origin of the difference in performance across the devices, we performed internal quantum efficiency (IQE) measurements (Figure 3b ). IQE measures the probability that an electron−hole pair will be generated and collected as photocurrent by a photon of a specific wavelength absorbed in the device, and it is obtained by normalizing the EQE ( Figure S10 ) with respect to the absorptance ( Figure S11 ) of the devices. This corrects the EQE for losses due to photons reflected off or transmitted through the device and means IQE only drops as a result of losing photocurrent via charge trapping or recombination of photogenerated charge. For our devices, most notably L and HL, the loss in charge carriers collected is not uniform across the photon energy spectrum, but rather it drops off with increasing wavelength. Because the absorption coefficient of MAPbI 3 increases rapidly with photon energy above the band gap ( Figure S12 ), in our devices, high-energy photons (shortwavelength light) will be absorbed and produce free-carriers with a sharp exponentially decaying density profile, peaked at the interface with C 60 . In contrast, lower-energy photons (longer-wavelength light) will be absorbed more uniformly over the thickness of the MAPbI 3 layer. The slanted IQE curve hence indicates that there is a fundamental problem collecting charges generated deeper in the large grain device L.
Because the cells are oriented in such a way that the light passes through the C 60 /perovskite interface first, these results point to a problem with the collection of electrons. Indeed, electrons are the charge-carriers that on average need to travel a shorter distance if light is absorbed near the interface, but comparatively further if light is absorbed deeper in the film. This could be due to either poorer electron mobility or lifetime in the larger grains preventing the electrons generated deeper in the film from reaching the ETL, or a result of poor interface optimization resulting in increased back surface recombination at the HTL leading to nonradiative recombination.
Our optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy (OPTPS) measurements suggest that it is a combination of both effects. OPTPS revealed lower charge-carrier mobilities for films grown on low-temperature substrates (6.87 cm 2 /(V s)) compared with those grown at room temperature (13.0 cm 2 / (V s)), providing evidence that contrary to expectations, the intrinsic electrical properties are poorer for the large-crystal devices. On the other hand, analysis of the J sc and integrated current from the EQE measurements, displayed in Figure S13 , show improved current and EQE for the LH, HL, and HLH devices, where the perovskite material at the interface with the CTL has been grown at a different temperature than the bulk. This indicates that interface morphology also significantly affects device performance, with the most benefit obtained when growing the perovskite near the HTL at a higher temperature than that of the bulk. Strikingly, the comparatively worse performance of HLH shows that it is significantly better to only change the composition of the perovskite near one interface rather than both.
The simplest explanation for this phenomenon is that the larger grains present more traps for the electrons, limiting their diffusion lengths and hence collection. The partial recovery of the EQE when incorporating smaller grains at the perovskite-CTL interfaces indicates either that these traps are mainly located at these interfaces, or that the material grown on a small grain template is simply less prone to traps in the case of HL. This seemingly goes against the idea that traps are associated with grain boundaries, since the large grain samples necessarily have significantly fewer boundaries, so possibly the answer lies more in the stoichiometry of the boundary, as outlined by Jacobsson et al. 43 Indeed, in contrast to the other films, film L shows larger, darker regions between the grains, in both the cross section and top-down SEM images. These regions are probably a result of electron beam damage and hence a likely indicator of excess organic material, which is more vulnerable to this damage than the rest of the film. 44 Excess PbI 2 has previously been associated with higherperformance solution processed devices, 45 specifically being linked with trap passivation at the grain boundaries 46 or at the ETL interface, mesoporous TiO 2 in this case. 47 Notably, Jacobsson et al. associate the worse photovoltaic performance without a PbI 2 excess with excess organic molecules at grain boundaries. 43 We believe this to be the case here as well given our direct evidence from the XRD (Figure 2c ) linking higher performance devices with excess PbI 2 and the increased susceptibility to electron beam damage of the grain boundaries in the films grown at low temperature (L) ( Figure S2 ). This is in contrast to the work previously done by Xu et al. that showed improved performance when the PbI 2 layer at the ntype interface was removed, though this work was performed 
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http://pubs.acs.org/journal/aelccp Letter on devices with TiO 2 rather than C 60 as the n-type contact, which could play a large role in the crystallization dynamics. 48 In vacuum co-evaporated devices, remnant PbI 2 has also been shown to contribute directly to photocurrent. 49 It is worth noting that excess unreacted PbI 2 has also been associated with photoinstability of the resulting films, 50 and previous reports agree that it is only beneficial up to a point. 45 We now address the mechanism that determines crystal size in evaporated polycrystalline films of MAPbI 3 . In particular, does substrates temperature simply affect crystal size by changing the film stoichiometry as a result of changed MAI adsorption, or does temperature also play a more direct role in crystallization? We found that both low temperature and a balanced stoichiometry are needed to grow large grains, as increasing the MAI flux with the substrate at room temperature did not result in large grains and left the performance of the devices relatively unchanged ( Figure S17 ). In contrast, decreasing the MAI flux for low substrate temperature conditions did replicate the mixed phase seen in the H samples, though the performance was only matched if the initial interface was grown at room temperature ( Figure S18 ). This is clear evidence that the benefits of excess PbI 2 for vacuum co-evaporation come not only in the form of direct passivation in the bulk or at grain boundaries, but that it also plays a crucial role in templating the growth of a material with better charge carrier properties. Indeed, HL shows no excess crystalline PbI 2 but still exhibits improved J sc on par with the other samples that have at least one interface grown at room temperature (LH and HLH). Thus, it is likely that the presence of PbI 2 domains during the growth of the films leads to better growth conditions for photovoltaic performance, irrespective of whether the PbI 2 gets converted in the end.
We hypothesize that the beneficial effects of excess PbI 2 during MAPbI 3 growth via co-evaporation come from PbI 2 domains templating the growth of MAPbI 3 . Indeed, we found that the presence of PbI 2 greatly enhances the adsorption of MAI, as when depositing MAI on its own we did not observe MAI sticking to either FTO or glass. This hypothesis is also consistent with our observation of a higher adsorption rate of MAI to a quartz microbalance thickness monitor in the vicinity of the substrate where PbI 2 is present, compared with one in the PbI 2 -free region near the MAI crucible. Together, these results suggest that PbI 2 deposits first on the substrate, subsequently adsorbing MAI and converting to MAPbI 3 . Lower substrate temperatures then directly increase the sticking coefficient of MAI onto PbI 2 . As such, while previous reports had found growth to vary with stoichiometry, 24−26 we find that both a balanced stoichiometry and rapid perovskite conversion are needed to produce large grains. This also explains why increasing substrate temperature above 20°C does not lead to the desired performance boost ( Figure S19 ), 51 due to too much excess PbI 2 being present during film formation, even if it is entirely converted by the end of the deposition. 52 Finally, to address the substrate rate control method used in this work more generally, we found it to be a direct and versatile way of reproducibly controlling MAI flux. Indeed, using substrate rate control, we found consistent and reproducible performance for devices co-deposited using MAI precursors from different suppliers, which had very different adsorption behavior on their own ( Figure S20 ). Increasing the thickness for device optimization also proved as simple as running the evaporation for longer, and continuing to ramp up the MAI crucible temperature to keep the substrate rate constant. This method works well because, as discussed previously, MAI has significantly increased adsorption in the presence of PbI 2 , as we found much higher rates measured near the substrate than the individual contributions of PbI 2 and MAI when heating them up alone. The champion device achieved via our substrate rate control deposition method is the 18.2% PCE device grown at room temperature (20°C) presented earlier ( Figure S9) , and it shows the potential of this technique as a novel way of tuning MHP vacuum codeposition.
In conclusion, our work demonstrates control of crystallite size in vacuum co-evaporated films of MAPbI 3 by tuning the temperature of the substrate during deposition. Films grown at low temperature (−2°C) exhibited large, micrometer-sized grains but significantly reduced J SC , dropping the performance from PCE = 16.0% to 10.1% as compared to films grown at room temperature (23°C). We find changing the substrate temperature directly affects MAI adsorption rate, changing both the conversion rate of PbI 2 to MAPbI 3 as well as final stoichiometry. Grain growth and morphology is then a result of both of these parameters, which can be tuned individually by also changing the MAI sublimation rate at the MAI source. Furthermore, we find strong evidence to suggest that the deposition process happens through deposition of PbI 2 on the substrate first, followed by subsequent conversion to MAPbI 3 , as opposed to a simultaneous process. The difference in performance of our devices indicates that excess PbI 2 is beneficial to device performance both during deposition by seeding growth and in the final film by passivating charge carrier traps at grain boundaries. To achieve optimal performance, both the amount of MAI vapor incident on the substrate and the conversion rate of PbI 2 to MAPbI 3 must be optimized, which can only be done through changing the substrate temperature. This work provides a significant advancement in understanding the growth mechanism of vacuum co-evaporated MAPbI 3 and offers a new avenue to optimize solar cells made from both this and more complex MHP formulations. With the ability to control grain size through substrate temperature, we expect further advancements will be made with subsequent passivation methodologies to obtain large crystalline domains with low defect densities and long carrier lifetimes, thereby leading to scalable, more efficient, and highly reproducible MHP solar cell devices.
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